This research aims to develop automatic knowledge mining of causality from texts for supporting an automatic question answering system (QA) in answering 'why' question, which is among the most crucial forms of questions. The out come of this research will assist people in diagnosing problems, such as in plant diseases, health, industrial and etc. While the previous works have extracted causality knowledge within only one or two adjacent EDUs (Elementary Discourse Units), this research focuses to mine causality knowledge existing within multiple EDUs which takes multiple causes and multiple effects in to consideration, where the adjacency between cause and effect is unnecessary. There are two main problems: how to identify the interesting causality events from documents, and how to identify the boundaries of the causative unit and the effective unit in term of the multiple EDUs. In addition, there are at least three main problems involved in boundaries identification: the implicit boundary delimiter, the nonadjacent cause-consequence, and the effect surrounded by causes. This research proposes using verb-pair rules learnt by comparing the Naïve Bayes classifier (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to identify causality EDUs in Thai agricultural and health news domains. The boundary identification problems are solved by utilizing verb-pair rules, Centering Theory and cue phrase set. The reason for emphasizing on using verbs to extract causality is that they explicitly make, in a certain way, the consequent events of cause-effect, e.g. 'Aphids suck the sap from rice leaves. Then leaves will shrink. Later, they will become yellow and dry.'. The outcome of the proposed methodology shown that the verb-pair rules extracted from NB outperform those extracted from SVM when the corpus contains high occurence of each verb, while the results from SVM is better than NB when the corpus contains less occurence of each verb. The verb-pair rules extracted from NB for causality extraction has the highest precision (0.88) with the recall of 0.75 from the plant disease corpus whereas from SVM has the highest precision (0.89) with the recall of 0.76 from bird flu news.
Introduction
Automatically extracting causality knowledge to provide people with explanations in question-answering systems is a very challenging task. Causality overlaps with many paradigms such as argumentation and explanation theories, which makes its study even more crucial, for example to be able to give explanations to users or to argument a decision. This research focuses only on the causality knowledge extraction to fulfill the explanation.
In 2002, Moser [13] indicates that the explanation theory concerns explanations relating to the cause and the effect. The explanation theory can be classified into two types: the Deductive -Nomological theory (D-N theory) and the Inductive -Statistical theory (I-S theory), where, in both models, the explanation is the conclusion derived from the premise of a circumstance along with the rule at stake. The rule or law in D-N theory is the universal law. The law in I-S theory is the statistical generalization based on observation, as done in our research. If the cause is identified in a given statement of the I-S theory, then we can produce an explanation as in the following example:
Law: Almost any aphid infests a leaf, the leaf will become yellow and dry. Given condition: there are some aphids consuming sap from plant on the field. Explanation: the plant becomes yellow and dry because of aphids.
Previous works have extracted causality knowledge within only one sentence or two adjacent sentences where most are based on the pattern matching approach and the statistical probability determination approach. For example, Girju and Moldovan [15] use lexico-syntactic patterns to extract causality within one sentence. Chang and Choi [3] propose using noun pharse pairs and cue phrase probabilities to classify the causality occurring in one sentence. Marcu and Echihabi [2] present the unsupervised approach to recognize the causal relation and the contrast relation by using word pair probabilities between two adjacent sentences. Inui et al, [18] acquire causal knowledge by using discourse markers or connective marks between two adjacent sentences. Furthermore, Torisawa [7] extract rules for reasoning from coordinate verb phrases between two adjacent sentences.
In our research, causality extraction is applied on multiple EDUs (Elementary Discourse Units, defined by [8] , and expressed as a simple sentence or a clause). Most of our causality expressions are realized in two main forms: an inter-causal EDU and an intra-causal EDU. We define the inter-causal EDU as a causality expression of more than one simple EDU, as shown in Fig. 1 where Form 1 is a causative unit (consisting of multiple causative EDUs) followed by an effective unit (consisted of multiple effective EDUs). Form 2 is an effective unit followed by a causative unit. Form 3 is an effective EDU surrounded by a causative unit, and Form 4 is the causative EDU embedded within the effective EDU. This inter-causal EDU does not only concern the inter-sentence form in [2, 3, 7] but also concerns the boundaries between a causative unit and an effective unit. The intra-causal EDU is defined as a causality expression occurring within one EDU (see Fig. 2 ). Since we found that there are 20% of inter-causal EDU and 7% of intra-causal EDU from the annotated-causality corpora, this paper will focus only on the inter-causal EDU extraction from Thai documents. The Thai language has various specific characteristics such as the sentence-like name entity, zero anaphora and the lack of sentence delimiter. However, any language used does not matter in causality extraction because every language has the universal elements, e.g. verb, noun, and etc., and concepts as stated by Noam Chomsky (http://www.marxists.org/reference/subject/philosop hy/works/us/chomsky.htm/), and most languages will have two main problems in causality extraction: first is how to identify the interesting-causality events from documents, where the discourse marker problems of ambiguity and implicit are involved. Second is how to identify the boundaries of the causative unit and the effective unit, where the problems of the implicit boundary delimiter, the nonadjacent cause-consequence, and the effect surrounded by causes are involved (see section 3.2). Furthermore, it is vital to solve the boundary problems because causality knowledge for diagnosis often requires multiple-sentence explanation. From the corpus study, we found that using verbs or verb phrases can explain the consequent events of causality, e.g. 'Aphids infest plants. Then leaves shrink. Later, they become yellow' whereas using only noun phrase as in [3, 14, 15] cannot do.
This research proposes using verb-pair rules to solve the causality identification problem. Two different machine learning techniques, NB and SVM, are used to compare and extract the verb-pair rules as shown in equation (1) .
where V c (the causative verb set) and V e (the effective verb set) are shown in Table 1 , and C is the causality value of 0 or 1. Since our corpora consist of different domains which have different characteristics, two different machine learning, based on different principles, NB and SVM are applied. It is necessary to determine the most suitable techniques, either NB or SVM, for each domain. The NB result is based on the frequency of each feature on each class that sometimes causes an error, whereas that frequency does not effect to SVM as much as the verb diversity along with verb ambiguity because SVM concerns the significant weight of each feature instead of the feature frequency [11, 20] .
The extracted verb-pair rules are then applied to solve boundary problems with Centering Theory and the cue phrase set, whereas the previous researches cannot effectively resolve the boundary problems.
In section 2, related works are summarized. Problems in mining causality from Thai documents will be described in section 3, and our framework for causality extraction in section 4. In section 5, we evaluate and discuss of our proposed methodology, and finally the conclusion is discussed in section 7.
Related Works
Moser in 2002 [13] , described Hempel's D-N and I-S theories of explanation that a premise is given along with the laws to derive a conclusion viewed as an explanation. In 2002, Glennan [17] mentioned that the alternative I-S theory was the one from Railton, which included the probability into the law based from observation from the database. However, our research is based on textual data and I-S model theory because we are aiming to mine causality knowledge from documents using a statistical model, Centering Theory, and cue phrase set, for subsequent knowledge acquisition and generalization for question-answering applications and reasoning.
Several strategies of extraction or mining have been proposed to discover knowledge semantically from the textual data. In 2002, Girju and Moldovan's works [15] attempt at finding lexico-syntactic patterns of noun phrases (NP) and verbs, <NP1 Verb NP2>, in a semiautomatic way with a ranked list of causal patterns. The concepts of cause-NP, effect-NP, and causal-verb are based on WordNet entries for extracting causal relations from textual data. In 2003, Girju [14] proposed the automatic detection and extraction of causal relations from lexico-syntactic patterns by searching for causal verbs via the Internet and related causation noun via WordNet. These causal verbs were used to identify the causal relation with the problem of causal verb ambiguity; e.g. 'fungi produce toxin' (causal) and 'John produces movies' (non causal). Girju [14] partly resolved the problem by using a C4.5 decision tree to learn the annotated corpus with syntactic and semantic constraints. The precision of their causal extraction was 73.91%. However, in our research, the events of cause and effect are based on verb, whereas in Girju's work, the events of cause and effect are based on noun phrase linked by causal verb. Also, Girju's work extracts causality within one sentence, but our research [3] , which is a revision of [2, 14] aimed at extracting causal relations based on lexico-syntactic patterns between two events (cause and effect), expressed by a lexical NP pair. The cue phrase is applied to link between cause and effect, with the ambiguity problem. NB was used to solve this problem. They defined the cue phrase used in their work as "a word, a phrase, or a word pattern which connects one event to the other with some relation"; e.g. 'caused by', 'because', 'as the result of ', and etc. Their result came out with 81% precision for causality extraction. Like Girju's work, Chang and Choi's work is based on one sentence, but in Chang and Choi's work anaphora is solved. However, their work can not apply to our problems since it is based on one sentence.
In 2003, Torisawa's work [7] was designed to acquire the rules for using in reasoning from the news corpus on the assumption that if two events shared a common participant specified by a noun, then the two events would probably be a causal relation; e.g. 'A man drank liquor and was intoxicated by the liquor.' (a common participant is 'liquor'). Each rule was selected from the highest product of probabilities from two main features. The first feature is a verb phrase pair from two adjacent sentences. The second one is the shared participant. His rules have 80% accuracy. However, his work focuses on only two consecutive EDUs while our work focuses on multiple EDUs of cause and effect.
In 2004, Inui et.al. [18] proposed to extract causal knowledge from two adjacent sentences by using the explicit connective markers, e.g. 'because', 'since', 'if..then', 'as the result', etc., with the problem of the connector marker ambiguity. SVM was used for classifying the causal knowledge into four classes of causal relations: cause, precondition, mean, and effect relations. The classification features were causal volition, a shared agent from causative and effective clauses, the verb class from the dictionary, verbal semantic attributes, the connective marker, and the modality. Their precision is high: 90% but the recall is low: 30%, because of unresolved anaphora.
In our research, we need to extract multiple EDUs of causality because problems diagnosis often requires multiple-sentence to explain, but most researches cannot be applied to our work because they are either based on one sentence or two adjacent sentences. Our case is quite different: causality forms contain various types of inter-causal EDUs (see Fig. 1 ), where our cue or cue phrase set is used for boundary identification. The cue set consists of a discourse-marker set and a word-expression set. In addition, our intercausal EDUs also contain the implicit boundary of a causative/effective unit and also some causative unit occurring around the effective unit. Unlike previous researches, using the lexico-syntactic pattern the discourse marker, the word pair (NP pair), or the coordinated verb phrase rule alone cannot solve these boundary problems. Therefore, we propose using verbpair rules to identify causality expression together with Centering Theory [10] and cue phrase set to determine causality boundary.
Problems Related to Mining Causality
To extract the cause-effect expressions, there are two main problems that must be solved. The first problem is to identify interesting cause-effect events from the documents. The second problem is to identify the boundaries of the causative antecedent unit and effective consequent unit. Furthermore, there is an additional problem related to the detection of implicit noun phrases.
Problem in Causality Identification
Similarly to many languages, identifying the causality expressions in Thai requires an explicit cue phrase that connects cause and effect expressions. In order to avoid non-necessary tasks in full text analysis, the cue phrases are used to indicate the cause-effect expression. According to Chang and Choi's work [3] this cue phrase consists of a discourse-marker set and a wordexpression set (see also in Although the cue phrase is used to identify whether it is a cause-effect/non cause-effect expression, we still have problems of ambiguity and implicit cue phrase elements.
Cue Phrase Ambiguity
The expressions studied do not necessarily contain a cue phrase to be cause-effect expressions, as in the following: The discourse marker cue in sentence (1a) identifies the cause-effect expression while in (1b) it is just a modal.
Implicit Cue Phrase
It is not necessarily the case that the causality expression always contains the cue phrase, as in the following sentences of the inter-causal EDU. These problems of the cue phrase ambiguity and the implicit cue phrase can be resolved by learning verbpair rules from the annotation of the inter-causal EDU in the corpus.
Example 2

Problem in Boundary Determination of the Causative Unit and the Effective Unit
In general, we can determine these boundaries by using discourse markers as the delimiter, such as 'และ/and', 'หรื อ/or', and 'ก็ /then'. We address here three problems: the boundary with an implicit delimiter, the nonadjacent cause-consequence structure, and the effect surrounded by causes.
Implicit Boundary Delimiter
As stated in 3.1, the causality expressions do not always contain the cue phrase. This raises the problem of identifying causative antecedent and effective consequence boundaries, especially when each boundary unit contains more than one EDU, as shown in Fig. 3 . Since the relations between EDUs are not explicitly represented as a cause-effect relation, identifying a ('The rice will dry [and] die.') where the causative unit is 'Aphids suck sap from rice.' and the effective unit is 'The rice will dry [and] die ' This problem can be solved by using verb-pair rules along with Centering Theory and the cue pharse set. However, the distance between the causative unit and the effective unit is required to be estimated to limit the search space. We estimated this distance by the most likely number of EDUs and the highest number of the EDUs between the causative unit and the effective unit within the documents.
Effect Surrounded by Causes
There are some causality EDUs having an effect EDU surrounded by causative EDUs, as shown in the following example, where both of these causative EDUs can occur as concurrence/consequence to yield the effective EDU.
' 
Implicit Noun Phrase
Regardless of whether the noun phrase is in the EDU, it may contain implicit noun phrases, such as zero anaphora. For example:
'ถ้ า φ ระบาด ข้ าว จะแห้ งตาย' (if φ spreads out, rice will dry [and] die.) where φ is zero anaphora = Brown leafhopper. This problem can be partly solved by using Centering Theory on the assumption that the transition state of continuation will be preferred if the zero anaphora occurs as the subject of EDU, which is in principle the most common case.
Causality Extraction Framework
To extract a causative unit and its effective information unit in the form of the inter-causal EDU, we have defined three steps. The first one is the corpus preparation step followed by causality learning and causality extraction steps as shown in Fig. 4 . These steps are developed hereafter.
Corpus Preparation
The preparation of corpus from 8000 EDUs of the agri- 
Causality Extraction
Extracted Causalities Fig. 4 System architecture cultural domain and general health news domain involves using Thai word segmentation tools to solve a boundary of a Thai word and tagged its part of speech [16] , including Name Entity [5] , and word-formation recognition [12] to solve the boundary of Thai Name Entity and noun phrase. After the word segmentation is achieved, EDU segmentation [6] is then dealt with, to generate EDUs for manual causality annotation. In addition, 8000 annotated EDUs will be divided into 2 groups where the 6000 annotated EDUs will be used in learning and the 2000 annotated EDUs will be used for evaluation.
We manually annotate each verb in verb pairs with the causative verb concepts derived from Wordnet [4] and the predefined plant disease information from Department of Agriculture (http://www.doa.go.th/). Table 1 shows the causative-verb concepts can be annotated into 2 main groups, a regular causative verb group and a compound causative verb group, where the compound causative verb is a general verb, {เป็ น/be', 'ได้ รั บ/get', 'ใช้ /use'}, with the NP information, {'โรค/disease','เชื ้ อโรค/germ', 'ปุ ๋ ย/fertilizer', 'ผลประโยชน์ /benefit', 'ค่ าตอบแทน/payment', 'แรงกดดั น /pressure'}, to form a causative concept e.g. 'เป็ น/be' + 'โรค/disease' = 'be disease'(concept is 'get disease'). And, so do the effective-verb concept as a regular effective verb group and a compound effective verb group of the general verb {'เป็ น/be', 'มี /have', 'แสดง/express'} and the NP information {'แผล/scar', 'ขี ด/mark', 'จุ ด/spot', 'สี /color', 'อาการ/symptom'}, to form an effective concept e.g. 'เป็ น/be' + 'แผล/scar' = 'be scar' (concept is 'be symptom'). The annotation example of a causative verb and an effective verb for the inter-causal EDU will be shown in Fig. 5. 
Verb-pair Rule Extraction
The objective of this step is to learn the verb-pair rules for extracting the inter-causal EDU in the next step. In verb-pair annotation with the causality/non causality from the previous step, each verb concept will be used as features to determine the verb-pair rules by NB and SVM learning.
The NB learning is a generic classification to determine the probabilities of causality and non causality of each verb in verb pairs from the annotated corpus by using the Weka software (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml /weka/).
From (2) and Table 2 , all of these probability determinations will be used to determine the causality class where EDU class in class1 means 'cause-effect EDUs' or class0 means 'non cause-effect EDUs' [19] . where v c is a causative verb, and v e is an effective verb.
The SVM learning is a linear binary classification applied in this research to classify the causality and non causality of each verb pairs from the annotated corpus by using Weka. According to [11] this linear function, f (x), of the input x = (x 1 , x 2 , , x n ) assigned to the positive class if f (x) > 0, and otherwise to the negative class, can be written as:
where x is a dichotomous vector number, w is weight vector, b is bias, and (w, b) ∈ R n × R are the parameters that control the function. The SVM learning is to determine w i and b for each verb feature (x i ) in verb pairs from the annotated corpus, as shown in Table 3 .
To generate verb-pair rules consisting of the V c set and V e set, the verb that produce high potential causality is selected. More specifically, each causative verb is tested with each effective verb by using the learnt model, and the verb that produce causality results more than eighty precent is selected to construct the V c set.
The V e set is constructed in the same way. For example, to consider whether we should add the verb 'consume' into the V c set or not, we will use the learnt model to test the verb 'consume' with all the effective verb in the corpus. If the model produce causality results more than eighty precent, it will be added to the V c set. The example of using NB and SVM to test the verb 'consume' is shown in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.
Causality Extraction
The causality extraction step can be decomposed into two steps: cause-effect identification and cause-effect boundary determination.
Cause-effect Identification
This step determines the interesting forms of the causeeffect relation from the inter-causal EDU alone and the inter-causal EDU with an embedded EDU by using the verb-pair rules learned by NB and SVM, as shown in Table 4 . These verb-pair rules consist of one verb from the V c set and the other one from the V e set.
Cause-effect Boundary Determination
The determination of a cause-effect boundary will be applied only in the inter-causal EDUs. This determination uses three main informations, cue phrase, Centering Theory, and the verb-pair rules, to solve the several types of boundary. Let us review here the main cases we encountered:
Case 1: Adjacent cause-consequence: After all consecutive and causative EDUs are identified by the V c set, the V e set will be used to identify the effective EDUs. For the effective consequence boundary, the discourse-marker set, Centering Theory and the V e set will be used.
Case 2: Nonadjacent cause-consequence: From our corpus study, we found that there are four EDUs as the maximum number of EDUs existing between a causative EDU unit and an effective EDU unit. Two EDUs are the most likely number of EDUs existing between the causative EDU unit and the effective EDU unit. After the causative EDU unit is identified by the V c set, the V e set is used to identify the effective EDU within 4 EDUs right after the causative EDU unit. The boundary determination of the effective consequence EDU is the same as the adjacent cause-consequence.
Case 3: A consequence followed by an antecedent: We use the V e and V c set to indentify a concequence and antecedent. The effective consequent EDU is identified by the V e set, and the followed causative antecedent EDU is identified by V c set.
Case 4: Effect surrounded by causes: Both identifications of the adjacent cause-consequence and the consequence followed by one antecedent can be identified at the same time with the same effective EDU by checking a verb in V c set and V e set. And, if the effective consequence is the unit of EDUs, the discourse marker set and the Centering Theory with the V e set will be concerned.
When an implicit discourse marker occurs, Centering Theory and the V e set is used to determine an effective consequence unit. This theory relates the focus of attention within a discourse segment [10] ('makes a leaf shrink')
('This insect is found to be') According to Centering Theory [10] , for the above example, 'smooth shift' occurs in EDU2 and EDU4, and 'continue' is occurs in EDU3. Thus, EDU2 and EDU3 are the boundaries of the effective consequence unit, whilst EDU1 is the causative antecedent unit. Finally, all of the inter-causal EDU extraction processes can be summarized into the Multiple EDUs of Causality Extraction Algorithm as shown in Fig. 6 . Moreover, the implicit noun phrase has to be resolved in this step by using Centering Theory with the assumption that Table 5 The example of using naïve bayes model to test causative verb 'consume' the transition state of continuation will be preferred if the zero anaphora occurs as the subject of the EDU.
Evaluation
Data
The Thai corpus used to evaluate the proposed causality extraction algorithm consist of 2,000 EDUs collected from four different domains (i.e. health news, birdflu news, plant disease technical, and native technology journal) each of which has different characteristics. The reason for using corpus from four different domains is that we want to compare and analyze the result obtains from NB and SVM in order to determine the most suitable techniques for each characteristics.
Evaluation Measures
The evaluation of the causality extraction performance is expressed in terms of the precision and the recall as shown below, where R is the causality relation:
P recision = # of sample correctly extracted as R # of all samples output as being R
Recall = # of sample correctly extracted as R # of all samples holding the target relation R
The results of precision and recall are based on testing data annotated and judged by 3 people (two experts and one linguist) with max-win voting which is a kind of voting for determining the class by the maximum number of votes.
The inter-causal EDU identification can be evaluated by precision and recall. The experimental results as shown in Table 7 illustrate that the precision and recall of verb-pair rules extracted from NB and SVM are influenced by different factors. The rules extracted from NB outperform those extracted from SVM when the corpus contains high occurence of each verb, as in plant disease technical and native technology journal corpora. On the other hand, when the corpus contains less occurence of each verb, the results from SVM is better than NB, as in birdflu news corpus. In addition, the preformance of both method trends to be lower when the corpus contains high number of causative and effective verbs, high verb-diversity. This effect can be observed from the fact that health news corpus has lowest precision for both NB and SVM.
The inter-causal EDU boundary determination can be evaluated by the precision, based on human evaluation with max-win voting. The boundary determination accuracies of the Health news corpus, the Bird Flu news corpus, the Plant Disease Technical Document corpus, and the Native Technology journal for the causative unit are 98.8%, 98.9%, 98.3%, and 94.6%, respectively, and for effective unit are 94.9%, 93.2%, 93.6%, and 92.3%, respectively. The average of 
i ← i + 1 /* identify a causative EDU and determine the boundary of a causative unit for the effective unit followed by the causative unit (case 3) 
Conclusion
Our work gives quite satisfactory results, using verbs to mine the multiple sentences of causality to fulfill the explanation theory by knowledge generalization as in [1] to be able to respond to why questions with clear explanations. The reasons lie in the fact that the causative/effective events in the agricultural or health news domains are mainly expressed by means of verbs, whereas the other studies that we have carried out are concerned with discourse markers [18] and NP pairs with cue phrases [3] . However, those works cannot provide the variety of causality boundaries, which are necessary to explain Know-why clearly, because from our observations a discourse marker, an NP pair with a cue phrase, or only noun phrase itself does not provide sufficient boundaries of the causative unit and the effective unit. In addition, WordNet provides the concepts of verbs and nouns to gain high precision and recall. For the inter-causal EDU extraction with respect to the Thai language behavior, we evaluate our hypothesis of verb-pair rules for causality extraction by using NB and SVM to learn verb-pair rules from the agricultural and health news domains (especially concerned with the diseases to assist people in problem diagnosis). After testing our proposed methodology, the experimental results shown that the verb-pair rules extracted from NB outperform those extracted from SVM when the corpus contains high occurence of each verb, while the results from SVM is better than NB when the corpus contains less occurence of each verb.
In addition, the boundary determination which is operated by discourse markers and Centering Theory with the V e set has the accuracy of approximately 96%.
In conclusion, our methodology can apply to the other languages and can also handle the intercausal EDU efficiently, not only with the boundaries of causative EDU unit and effective EDU unit, but also taking into account of the chronological data between the causative EDU unit and the effective EDU unit. The limitation of our methodology is that the discontinuity between the effective consequent EDUs will challenge the capability in boundary determination.
The next step of this research is to utilize the extracted causalities as resources for Question and Answering system. By generalization of our extracted causalities to induce the rule (or law as stated in Hempel's theory) in the explanation theory applied to unify the question to obtain the answer. After applying the generalization step from [1] to our extracted causalities, we will have the following law.
∀ Plant,Aphid Consume(Aphid, "sap") ∧ From("sap, "leaf") ∧ PlantComponent("leaf", Plant) → shrink("leaf") ∨ dry("leaf") with 0.8 generality
We can unify the following explicit cause-effect question from a farmer to the consequence of the above Law to obtain the possibility of correct answer. "ทำไมใบมะม่ วงหงิ กงอ/Why do mango leaves shrink?"
